Ultrathin silver films (thickness below 10 nm) are of great interest as optical coatings on windows and plasmonic devices. However, producing these films has been a continuing challenge because of their tendency to form clusters or islands rather than smooth contiguous thin films. In this work we have studied the effect of Cu, Ge and ZnS as wetting layers (1.0 nm) to achieve ultrasmooth thin silver films. The silver films (5 nm) were grown by RF sputter deposition on silicon and glass substrates using a few monolayers of the different wetting materials. SEM imaging was used to characterize the surface properties such as island formation and roughness. Also the optical properties were measured to identify the optical impact of the different wetting layers. Finally, a multi-layer silver based structure is designed and fabricated, and its performance is evaluated. The comparison between the samples with different wetting layers show that the designs with wetting layers which have similar optical properties to silver produce the best overall performance. In the absence of a wetting layer, the measured optical spectra show a significant departure from the model predictions, which we attribute primarily to the formation of clusters.
INTRODUCTION
Silver (Ag) is a noble metal which is being explored for applications in many nanoelectronic devices, optical modulators, plasmonics, optical metamaterials, low emissive coatings, and many other applications in nanophotonics [1] [2] [3] [4] . Some novel properties, such as plasmonic response and negative refractive index have also been observed with Ag films [4] . This is basically due to Ag's low real refractive index and low loss in the visible to near infrared optical frequencies [5] and high electrical conductivity.
The silver thin film properties, such as film roughness and thickness are vital to achieve high optical quality, repeatability, and reliability. Silver films are generally deposited by physical deposition techniques, such as resistive evaporation, electron beam evaporation, and RF/DC sputter deposition, although chemical vapor deposition is also sometimes used. However, very thin Ag films grown on dielectric surfaces typically exhibit islands (Volmer-Weber growth mode) [6] [7] [8] [9] and consistently reveal a rough surface morphology with larger grain sizes than what is desired in nano-scale building blocks and electrical interfaces [10] . Therefore, it is of great importance to develop techniques and methods to fabricate ultra-thin, ultra-smooth silver films with sub-nanometer scale roughness and low resistivity.
Low emissive coatings are multilayer coatings composed of dielectric layer sandwiched between metal layers. These coatings combine high transmittance over most of the visible spectrum and high reflectance over the entire infrared spectrum. They are utilized as transparent heat-reflective coatings in energy efficient buildings.
The metal films in these structures have to be thin enough to provide a high transmittance in the visible spectrum, but at the same time smooth enough to give a high reflectance in the infrared spectrum. To achieve these two goals, the metal layers must be continuous, without any droplets, to avoid scattering. Ag, Cu, Au and Al all exhibit high IR reflectance, but Ag is probably the best choice for the metal layer because of its relatively low absorption in the visible spectrum [5, 11, 12] .
In this article, we first discuss methods to achieve smooth ultra-thin silver films on silicon and glass substrates by applying different wetting layers. SEM (scanning electron microscope) imaging was used to characterize the surface properties such as droplet formation and roughness. The reflectance from these films were also measured to identify the effectiveness and the optical impact of the different wetting layers. Furthermore, we designed a low emissive multilayer structure using silver with these different wetting layers.
SMOOTH ULTRA-THIN SILVER FILMS

Experiment Details Fabrication
A 3 inch diameter silver target was mounted on a magnetron sputtering cathode (Angstrom Sciences Onyx-3) which is powered by a 13.56 MHz radio frequency power supply. Cu, Ge and ZnS were used as the wetting layer materials.
Copper is an inexpensive material with excellent electrical properties and is widely used in the microelectronics industry [13] . Because of its higher surface energy compared to Ag, it can act as a good wetting layer for the growth of the Ag films. An effective method to create ultra-smooth Ag films by electron beam evaporation of a germanium (Ge) seed layer has been previously reported [10] . With a thin Ge seed layer, a dramatic improvement of the Ag surface roughness was observed, but the optical performance of the structures was significantly altered by the presence of the Ge layer due to its high refractive index. ZnS is a dielectric material with good optical properties and is commonly used as a high index material in optical filter coatings. The sulfur in ZnS can potentially react with Ag to improve binding, although at the expense of altered optical properties at the interface due to the formation of sulfur compounds.
The sputter targets for the wetting materials were mounted on a separate cathode for each trial. One each of silicon and glass substrates were cleaned by acetone, methanol, IPA followed by N2 drying before the thin film deposition. The main chamber was evacuated to a base pressure below 1.5 × 10 Torr by a Pfeifer TMH 261 turbo molecular drag pump. In order to clean the contamination and oxides on the surface of the target, each material target was pre-sputtered for 3 min prior to opening the shutter for deposition. The deposition was performed in an Argon plasma at 4 × 10 Torr (4mT) working pressure. Before the deposition, we did a rate calibration for each material to accurately control the thickness of each layer.
We first fabricated a 5 nm film of silver simultaneously on a bare Si and silica glass substrate as a comparison reference. The deposition was done at room temperature (22 ℃). The RF power for Ag was maintained at 50W with the measured deposition rate 0.9 A/s. The deposition was maintained for 54 seconds for a nominal thickness 5nm Ag thin film.
Then we fabricated a 5 nm film of silver with a 1 nm Cu wetting layer on both substrates. The Cu target was supplied by a DC power supply with a 20 W DC power. We did a 15 seconds of deposition at a deposition rate of 0.66A/s, then without breaking the vacuum, we subsequently deposited the Ag film from the second target for 54 seconds to achieve nominal 5nm Ag thin film.
The prior result on Ge wetting layer was done by electron beam evaporation [10] . In our case, we deposited Ge as a wetting layer for the silver thin film growth by sputter deposition. The power was 100 W (RF). Deposition time was 14 seconds to achieve a 1nm Ge wetting layer. Then a 54 seconds silver deposition was performed.
Finally, a 5 nm film of silver was deposited with 1nm ZnS as the wetting layer. The power for ZnS was 100 W with a measured deposition rate 0.71 A/s. A 54 seconds silver deposition was done after that.
The thin film stack model with wetting layer is shown in Figure 1 
Surface Morphology and Optical Characterization
Surface morphology was investigated by using the JSM-5800LV Scanning Electron Microscope. Here we used the Si sample because the SEM imaging on silica glass will require a conductive coating that can substantially alter the films we are trying to observe. The samples were scratched intentionally as shown in Figure 2 as a spot to focus during SEM imaging.
The optical spectra, including reflectance, transmittance and absorption were taken using the Filmetrics tool. Then we used the measured spectra to compare with the prediction from the optical model which was based on the bulk material properties using the transfer matrix method in the OpenFilters software.
Results and Discussion
Several samples consisting of 5 nm thick Ag films without any wetting layer and with different wetting layers, i.e. Cu, Ge and ZnS, were prepared under the same deposition condition. Figure 2 shows the two dimensional SEM images for the following ultra-thin film structures on a Si substrate using Cu, Ge and ZnS as wetting layers, as well as the unwetted deposition. As can be seen in Figure 1 (a), without any wetting layers, the deposited Ag formed distinct clusters with irregular shape which is due to the Volmer-Weber growth mode (also called three dimensional island growth mode) [10] . The average grain sizes are about 38 nm shown in Figure 3 . This makes the film discontinuous which provides anomalous optical and electrical properties compared to bulk Ag. This is observed by a low reflection in the infrared range, as shown in Figure 4 on the glass substrate. The sputtered 5 nm Ag film with 1 nm thick Cu seed layer is shown in Figure 2 (b) as an effective method to achieve the smooth ultra-thin Ag film with a better surface morphology. The representative bond dissociation energies of Ag-Ag is 162.9 ± 2.9 kJ mol and the bond dissociation energies of AgCu is 176kJ mol [14] . The higher Ag-Cu bond energy makes the Ag atoms more tightly bind to the Cu surface, rather than bind to the neighboring Ag atoms. This enables the growth mode to switch from the three dimensional mode (island growth mode) to a two-dimensional mode (layer by layer growth mode). Hence, the Ag films on a Cu seed layer produces a smoother film than Ag on Si, giving a much smoother Ag film at a smaller thickness. The reflection spectrum of the sample with Cu wetting layer as shown in Figure 4 is significantly improved in the longer wavelength range, which indicates a contiguous film. The SEM image of 5 nm Ag film with 1 nm thick Ge seed layer shown in Figure 2 (c), which indicates that Ge also has a good wetting effect for silver film growth. The measured reflection spectrum in Figure 4 also illustrates that the sample with Ge wetting layer has a higher reflection in the near IR spectrum. Sulfur provides a greater binding energy for Ag than the binding energy between Ag and Ag atom themselves. When the Ag atoms fall on the ZnS wetting layer, it will react with S and will stick onto the wetting layer instead of migrating towards another Ag atom on the substrate. As a result, the Ag growth mode converts to a two dimensional growth mode and form a smoother thin film. The SEM image in Figure 2 indicates that ZnS has a good wetting effect for Ag thin film growth. The improvement of reflection in the longer wavelength range is clearly noticeable from Figure 4 , although the magnitude is smaller than the Ag film with Cu and ZnS wetting layer. 
LOW EMISSIVE COATING FABRICATION AND TEST
All the three seed layers have been identified to provide a good wetting effect for the growth of a single layer of smooth ultra-thin silver film. The next step is to apply these ultra-thin silver films in an application scenario and test their effectiveness. Low emissive coating, also called solar control coating is a kind of coating which provides a high visible transmittance and high infrared reflectance. This kind of coating can be applied on architectural and automotive glass to transmit visible light, but reflect back infrared light (solar heat). Thus it helps to save energy cost in heated or air conditioned buildings [15] .
The low emissive coatings most commonly used are made by metal based multilayer coatings. In our case, we chose 5 nm silver to be the metal layer because of its high IR reflectivity and comparatively high transmittance in the visible range as demonstrated in Section 2. We selected SiO2 to be the dielectric material because of its high solar transmittance, long term stability and low cost. This should provide good transparency in the visible range (390 nm -700 nm). This requires two high reflection surfaces (metal layers in low emissive structure) separated by on spacer layer (dielectric layer) to provide a Fabry-Perot structure working as a resonator. By adjusting the thickness of the spacer layer, a relatively high visible transmission can be achieved while a high reflection in the long wavelength range is made by two metal layers. The coating was designed and optimized by OpenFilters. The structure of the designed coating and thickness of each layer are shown in Figure 5 .
Experiment Details Fabrication
The parameter for the deposition of Ag and all three of the wetting materials were kept same. The power applied to the SiO2 target was 200W with the deposition rate 0.35 A/s. All the samples were fabricated on glass substrate so that their optical transmissions could be tested. We made the design with three different wetting material according to the layer sequence in the design. We also fabricated a sample without any wetting layer as the reference. Samples were fabricated with different wetting layers while keeping the remainder of the multilayer structure same (5 nm Ag layer, SiO2 layer). 
Optical Characterization
After the fabrication, the reflection, transmission and absorption were measured for all the samples by Filmetrics tool, and the data was compared. Figure 6 shows the four fabricated samples. The first one is the design without any wetting layer, the other three are with Cu, Ge and ZnS as the wetting layers. The measured reflectance spectra of each sample is shown in Figure 7 . The OpenFilters simulation of the design without any wetting layer is also included in the comparison, the other simulations of the designs with three wetting layers are very similar to this. For the design without any wetting layer, we can see that the measured reflectance shows a declining trend in the long wavelength range, while the simulation predicts that the reflectance is supposed to be increasing. These differences are caused by the granularity of two 5 nm silver films due to the absence of the wetting layer as seen earlier in Figure 2 . The silver film grows in many separated clusters rather than a smooth continuous thin film. This formation causes absorption and scattering, resulting in declining reflection near the IR range. The reflectance spectra of the design with Cu as the wetting layer shows an improved performance with higher transmittance in the visible spectrum and a higher infrared reflectance. The reflection is more than 30% at a wavelength of 1000 nm, which qualitatively agrees with the simulation results. The discrepancy between the measurement and the model could be attributed to film thickness deviations and some granularities in the film even with the Cu seed layer. The main point is that by applying Cu as the wetting layer, the trend of the reflectance in the longer wavelength range is can be seen to increase, which is consistent with contiguous metal films. This is also a strong evidence that the Ag film is now nearly continuous due to the addition of the Cu wetting layer. The Ge wetting layer also greatly improve the optical performance of the low emissive coating, making the visible transmittance higher and the longer wavelength reflectance higher, 25% at a wavelength 1000 nm. For the low emissive coating with ZnS wetting layer, we can see that in the near infrared wavelength, below 900nm, the sample with ZnS has a lower reflectance than the sample without any wetting layer. Despite this lower reflectance, we can clearly see that the trend of the reflectance shows an increase. So it will also have a relatively better heat isolation effect than the coating without any wetting layer. Some of this could be due to the reaction between Ag and S. Although sulfur provides silver with a better binding energy to help silver form smooth ultrathin film which we have seen in the SEM image, Figure 2 (d), the chemical reaction between sulfur and silver could change the optical property of the silver, especially at the interfaces, resulting in the deterioration of the performance.
Results and Discussion
From the comparison we have made between each sample with different wetting layers and the sample without wetting layer, we can conclude that all the three wetting layers assist the ultra-thin silver form a continuous and smooth film and also improve the optical performance of the low emissive designs by increasing the visible transmission and at the same time enhancing the infrared reflection. Now, we compare the optical performance directly between these three samples with different wetting layers. From the comparison in Figure 7 , we can see that the sample with Cu as the wetting layer has the lowest reflectance in the visible which means it has the highest visible transmittance. The sample with Cu also provides the highest reflectance in the long wavelength range. This is because Cu is also a metal with high reflection which is similar to silver. So Cu not only works as a good wetting layer, but also improves the whole reflectivity of the layers in the infrared range. The Ge wetting layer is also a good wetting layer which we have seen in chapter 2. But Ge has a very high refractive index and it is not as reflective as compared to Cu. So film structure has a lower reflection than the sample with the Cu wetting layer. The sample with ZnS wetting layer showed the worst optical performance. We have seen in the previous section that ZnS helps silver to form a smooth and uniform thin film due to the reaction between the silver and sulfur in ZnS. But this reaction also deteriorates the optical performance of the silver. We see that silver tends to tarnish when exposed in sulfur containing environment for some time. So this could potentially explain why the coating containing ZnS wetting layer shows a worse performance. 
CONCLUSION
In this work, we have shown that Cu, Ge and ZnS all have good wetting effects for the growth of ultra-thin silver films. The SEM images exhibit that the fabricated silver layers with wetting layers have very low surface roughness with no island formation. The optical measurements for the sample deposited on silica glass substrates also show that the samples with wetting layers give higher reflection in the long wavelength range compared with the sample without any wetting layer. These differences are attributed to the good wetting effects of the seed layer, resulting in a highly uniform silver surface.
To explore the feasibility of these methods for ultra-thin silver film growth, we also applied them to a low emissive coating design. The designed structures were fabricated by sputter deposition and the spectra were measured with a white light spectrometer. All three samples with wetting layers provide much better optical performance compared with the samples without any wetting layer. They show a higher transmission in the visible spectrum which means these structure have better resonance due to the higher qualities of the two reflecting metal layers. The reflectance spectra of the samples with different wetting layers all show an increasing reflection trend in the longer wavelengths, while the sample without any wetting layer shows a declining reflection trend in near IR spectrum. By comparing the three samples with different wetting layers, we conclude that the low emissive coating with Cu wetting layers has the best optical performance. Cu is a metal which is similar to silver. It not only works as a good wetting layer, but also improves the whole reflectivity of the layers in the infrared spectrum. 
